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Lesson 9

MATHEMATICAL FORMULA
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	Read the text below.


How are these formulas stated? 
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(    )		brackets
[    ]		square brackets
ABC		capital letters	
abc		small letters
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 subscript x
So, can you read them now?


Exercise 1

	Read the following formulas!
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Exercise 2

1. What is the text above about?
2. What does them (last line) refer to?
3. Read these:
(a + b) (a – b) = x 
x2 = a2 + 2ab + b2
y = a(9 + b)
x[(a + b)(c – d) = y
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Homonym

A homonym is a word that is identical with another word in both the pronunciation and spelling but has a different meaning. The word ‘light’ may mean ‘not heavy’ or ‘lamp’ depending on the context or according to what speaker or writer means.
When we meet with homonym words, we must try to understand their meaning through the context. Once in a while, we can look up the words in the dictionary. Again, it is often useful to know well enough about homonyms. Below is a list of some other homogonous words.

Word		Meaning		Example
mean		average score		The mean of the test scores is 6,45.
		sense			What does homonym mean?
		Sarcastic		He is a very mean man. Nobody likes him.

plane		area (maths)		Interesting shapes occur when a plane intersect.
	Aircraft			The plane had to make an emergency landing.
	carpenter’s tool		The carpenter shaves the wood using a plane.


right		opposite of wrong	Right. The cube has 6 flat surfaces.
		Opposite of left		On the left, you will find the formula.

solution		result			There will be a unique solution for this equation.
	liquid			The solution in this beaker is drying up.

root		belongs to maths		It has n roots which is called an eigen value.	
	part of tree		The root of this tree is getting bigger.








                                                    
              Anyone can make mistakes. Fools insist on repeating them.
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Parts of Speech 1 (Noun and Verb)
Nouns
A noun is a word used for a person, place or thing, for example John, Mother, sister, city, town, village, chair, pencil, and table. Nouns can be classified into several types, depending on the basis for the classification. We can have proper nouns, common nouns, collective nouns, abstract nouns, countable nouns and uncountable nouns.

Verbs
	A verb is a word which expresses the action carried out by the subject of a sentence (The man eats; The man runs; The man thinks), or connects the subject of a sentence to things about the subject (John has become a lawyer; John will be a lawyer; The books are thick and heavy). 

Exercise 1

	These following signs indicate mathematical processes. What nouns and verbs are used to talk and write about them? The first one is done as an example.

Sign
Noun
Verb
+
addition
Add
-


x






Exercise 2

This sign (      ) is called __________
This sign [      ] is called __________
	ABC are __________ letters: def are  __________ letters
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How are these fractions stated in English?
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Parts of Speech 2
Pronouns

A pronoun is a word used to replace a noun or noun phrase. Usually when a noun or noun phrase has been used once, a pronoun is used to avoid repetition of the same noun or noun phrase. Pronouns can be classified into personal pronouns (e.g. he, she, they), emphatic and reflexive pronouns (e.g. himself, herself, themselves), demonstrative pronouns (e.g. this, that, these, those), interrogative pronouns (e.g. where, when, how), relative pronouns (e.g. which, who, whose), indefinite pronouns (e.g. someone, something, everyone), distributive pronouns (e.g. each, either, neither), and reciprocal pronouns (e.g. each other, one another). 

Adjectives
An adjective is a word that describes a noun or a pronoun either by pointing out one of its qualities (the red dress, blunt instruments, a long pole) or by limiting its reference (the only desk, ten kilometres, the first road). Some common adjectives possessive adjectives (my, his, her), descriptive adjectives (careful, excellent, happy) and demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these, those). 

Adverbs
An adverb is a word that gives more information about when, how, where or in what circumstances something happens (e.g. now, quickly, there). There are different kinds of adverb (which is discussed in a later section).

Articles
The words a, an, and the are articles. As a part of speech, articles are considered adjectives because they modify nouns. There are two classes of articles: indefinite and definite articles. A and an are indefinite articles and the is the definite article.

Prepositions
A preposition is a word that links a noun or a noun equivalent (a pronoun or gerund) to another word by expressing such relationships as location (e.g. at, in, on, over), direction (e.g. to, across, towards), time (e.g. before, after, during) or purpose (e.g. to, for).	 

Conjunctions
A conjunction is a word which is used to join words (John and Mary, slowly but carefully), phrases (the plays of Shakespeare or the music of Mozart) and clauses (I like him because he is kind). Conjunctions are classified into coordinate and subordinate conjunctions. And, but, and or are coordinate conjunction and because, if, and when are subordinate conjunctions.

Interjections
An interjection is a word or a phrase which is introduced into a sentence as an exclamation of emotion (Ouch! Oh dear! Good heavens!) or to attract attention (Psst, Hey! Hi!). 


Exercise                 
Complete the following sentences with your own words. The part of speech of each word is shown in brackets.

	Only for remote control, those students always fight with .... (reciprocal pronoun)

Jane does not like ... television. (possessive adjective)
There ... a few students in the studio. (verb)
... programs are from the discovery channel. (demonstrative adjective)
The program for the show will be recorded on the .... (noun)
The object ... commercial break is to making money. (preposition)
... all parents worry about the television program. (adverb)
Interest has to be paid whether the educational role is profitable ... not. (conjunction)
	There is a loss at the time of movie production, ... good procedures can largely eliminate. (relative pronoun)
	... wholesale television station needs to have sufficient programs and appropriate spectator. (article)

